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The range of disputes submitted voluntarily also increases with time.
There may be an inclination for one or both of the parties to reserve certain items in the agreement and refuse to allow them to be subject to arbitration. In time these reservations disappear and the area of the arbitrator's
jurisdiction is enlarged by mutual consent. Voluntarism permits and encourages this kind of experimenting. There are instances where_ the parties ·will name a permanent umpire and, with increased experience and growing faith in the process, enlarge his role, sometimes even to the re~olution
of bargaining issues. The experience of arbitration in the labour-management dispute area encourages unions to submit jurisdiction issues also to
an 'agreed arbitrator; there are even cases where unions have estahlished
an arbitral to cover the relationship between the union and its members.
Thus, ·.private arbitration, once it takes root tends to expand in role and
to encot)rage industrial peace.
A sechnd matter needs to be emphasized. There is some indication that
many pebple oppose the idea of writing agreements provided for arbitration
because of the erroneous belief that this is a return to compulsion. But the
proposal is for voluntary arbitration. The union and management give
up their respective rights to the strike and the lockout. In place of this
they jointly establish an arbitral procedure. But it should be noted that
first the decision to give up the strike and the lockout are their own decision. Secondly, this decision can be revoked at the end of the contract period. Thirdly, the choice of the arbitral machinery rests with the parties.
Fourthly, the choice of the arbitrator and the arbitrator's jurisdiction rests
also with the parties. Finally the whole system can be abandoned by either
party at the end of the contract period if it should wish to revert to the use
of the full sanctions of the strike or the lockout respectively. There is absolutely no compulsion on either of the parties. Voluntary arbitration is
the product of a meeting of the minds of union and management as is any
t
other ::lause of the agreement.
The sclution to this problem is along two lines. First, the unions and
managements should place a higher importance on dispute settlement machinery within the contract. This means the careful construction of a sound
grievance procedure and the inclusion of arhitration clauses similar to the
one quoted el)rlier. Secondly, where necessary there should be referral to
the Court of Industrial Rtlations where either party fails to respect the
procedural clauses of their agreement.
It is admitted that neither of these recommendations can be implemented
easily or in a short time, but it is submitted that the long run results will
be more satisfactory to those who are anxious to achieve the purpose of the
Industrial Peace Act. Badly written contracts should not be the reason
for an appeal for legislative changes particularly where the proposed changes
will very probably do considerable damage to the developmePt of constructive
collective bargaining.
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INTRODUCTION

During President Elpidio Quirino's medical treatment abr;oa~ in 1953,
there was an extended discussion as to his status as President. ·The leaders
of the opposition parties, Nationalista and Democratic Parties alike, held
that his illness and trip to the United States constituted ''inability" to discharge the powers and duties of the office of President. Consequently, they
urged the Vice-President to assume the duties of President. The leaders of
the administration, however, justified his governing the country by ''remote
control", saying that his medical treatment abroad did not constitute disability, citing tradition in suppmi of their contention.
Such a state of affairs showed nothing but confusion and utter lack of
agreement on the. subject. The issue as such that it raised perplexing constitutional questions and those who had the power to act were often so influenced by partisan advantage, that, when the problem of the moment
resolved itself, they deferred settling the general question of presidel'J.tial
succession until another emergency should arise.'
To avoid such a situation, as had happened in the past, it is imperative
that a singk clear-cut definition of what constitutes "inability'' be made
now, otherwise, it .could lead to national calamity on some future occasion
when there may be no time for correction or clarification. 2 The necessity
of such a definition becomes indispensable when a President and VicePresident belonging to two opposing political parties, are elected. .
Corollary to the question of what shall constitute presidential disability
is the question of who shall determine the "inability'' of the President to
discharge the powers and duties of his office. This question is as important as the other.
..
The purpose of this study is precisely to make an examination_ of our
law on presidential succession with special emphasis on the clause "inability
to discharge the powers and duties of the office of President" and to make
suggestions as to what shall constitute '·inability'' under the Const:tution and
who shall determine the same.
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